
1.2.2 
Security aspects of 
using the Internet 



What is the internet?

• The internet is a network of networks

•Made up of millions of computers

▪From all around the world

▪Linked to each other by telephone lines, cables and satellite 

connections

• The information and the services we can use from these 

networked computers is called the

World Wide Web
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Uses of Internet

• Internet use has gained popularity 

•Widely used to share files between computers anywhere in 

the world

▪Examples?

•Provides new ways to interact/communicate among people 

and organizations

▪Examples?
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Internet Risks
• With increased usage of the Internet many threats have emerged :

•Malware (Software that can harm the computer):

▪Virus

▪Spyware

• Hackers

• What are the risks?

• How can these be minimised and avoided?
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What is a virus

•A virus is a small program intentionally 

created that can:

•Make copies of itself on uninfected devices

•Cause harm to hardware, software and 

data.
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Symptoms of a virus attack

•Computer works slower than normal

•Computer stops responding /freezes

•Applications do not work properly 

•Hardware devices : Disc drives/printer /mouse…  are 

inaccessible / malfunction

•Annoying /  unusual messages appear on the screen.
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What is spyware

•A program that installs itself without the user being 

aware

•Usually happens when visiting doubtful sites

•Send back sensitive data (password , bank account 

number , credit card number  …) back to program 

creator.
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What is hacking

•Someone attempts to break into computer 

systems

•Unauthorised access to sensitive data

•Done by proficient programmers / engineers who 

have technical knowledge to understand the 

weak security points in a system.
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Protection from malware

• Do not share removable storage devices

• Do not download software from unreliable websites

• Do not open emails from unknown senders

• Do not click on pop-up messages when surfing the internet

• Data encryption while sending /receiving sensitive data

• Install an antivirus software

• Update the antivirus software regularly.
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Protection from hackers

•Having a Firewall System

•Firewall can screen out viruses, malware and hackers 

that try to access your computer over the Internet

•Enforces a set of rules that control the flow of data to 

and from the outside world and the computer.
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Firewalls

•A firewall protects a computer in a Network - LAN /  WAN or 

internet

•A firewall can be a software or hardware used to prevent 

unauthorized access to a computer system. It can detect and 

block:

▪Hackers

▪ Intruders – human or malicious programs.
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How firewalls work
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How firewalls work

• It stands as a wall between the computer system and the 

outside world

•Normal data is allowed through the firewall (e.g. e-mails or 

web pages)

•All  other data is blocked

•Filters can be set to say which data to allow and what to 

block. 
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Protecting Online Systems from malicious actions

• Online systems
▪ E-commerce / E-shopping
▪ E-banking
▪ E-Learning

• Data is transmitted from user computer to web servers and vice-versa

• Data exchanged over the internet can easily be intercepted by unauthorized 
persons 

• This can lead to sensitive/confidential information falling into wrong hands
• Examples 

▪ Credit card numbers
▪ Passwords for email accounts/ bank accounts

• Hence data transmitted over internet must be protected.
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Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

What is SSL?

• SSL is a security protocol

• A protocol is a set of rules for transmitting data between computers in 

a network

• SSL allows sensitive information such as credit card numbers and 

login details (user name , password) to be transmitted securely over 

the internet.
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How does SSL work?

•SSL uses a system that encrypts data being exchanged 

between two computers over the internet

•Uses HTTPS instead of HTTP

•A lock appears before the web address (URL)

•Even if the data is intercepted, it cannot be read as it is 

encrypted.
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Applications that use SSL

▪Internet banking/ E-banking

▪E-commerce / Online shopping

▪Online payment

▪Email

▪Video conferencing

▪Social networking

▪Online gaming
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Stages when a user wishes to access a secure website
18

1 The web browser attempts to connect to a web site which is secured by SSL

2 The web browser requests the web server to identify itself

3 The web server sends the web browser a copy of its SSL certificate

4
The web browser checks whether the SSL certificate is trustworthy; if it is then
the web browser sends a message back to the web server

5
The web server will then send back some form of acknowledgement to allow the
SSL encrypted session to begin

6
The encrypted data is then shared securely between the web browser and the
web server



Phishing
A fake but legitimate-looking  email sent in the hope of gaining someone’s 
personal or financial information e.g bank account number, PIN , password

How Phishing works

▪ The attacker sends a fake email to many persons

▪ Email seems to come from a well known company such as a bank

▪ Email contains a link to the company’s website

▪ User will be asked to click on the link 

▪ However the link will lead to a fake website that will ask for personal details

▪ Attacker gets possession of user details, can misuse them (fraud or identity 

theft) .
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Methods to protect against Phishing

•Do not open emails from unknown sources

•Ask ISP to filter/block out phishing emails

•Users should be cautious not to click or open links in 

emails

•Never divulge personal information via email or on  

unsecure websites.
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Phishing - Summary
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Pharming

A fraudulent website that tries to get personal 
information about the user

•How pharming works?
▪malicious code/software installed on a user’s hard 
drive/actual web server
▪this code redirects user to a fake website (without 
their knowledge)
▪to obtain personal/financial information/data
▪Information obtained misused by attacker
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Methods of Protection against Pharming

▪Use of filters (software) 

oto authenticate websites

odifferentiate genuine from fake websites

▪user should be alert and look out for pharming 

clues which indicate being directed to a bogus 

site.
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Pharming - Summary
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Difference between Phishing and pharming

•Phishing gets users to visit a fake website by

▪Persuading the user to click on a link usually found in an 

email

•Pharming redirects users to false websites by

▪malicious code on the computer. The browser goes to the 

fake Web site without the user even knowing 
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Homework  
1 Viruses, pharming and phishing are all examples of potential Internet 
security issues.  Explain what is meant by each of these three terms.

• Virus , Pharming  and Phishing
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Homework  27



Homework  28

David has installed anti-virus software on his computer.

(a) State three tasks carried out by anti-virus software.

Task 1 ...................................................................................................................... .................

...................................................................................................................................................

Task 2 ...................................................................................................................... .................

............................................................................................................................. ......................

Task 3 .......................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................. ......................

(b) David is still concerned that his computer might get infected by a computer virus.

State three other ways in which David can reduce the risk of his computer getting a computer

virus.

1 ................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................. ......................

2 ........................................................................................................................... .....................

...................................................................................................................................................

3 ........................................................................................................................... .....................

...................................................................................................................................................



Homework  29

Lola is concerned about the risks to her computer when using the Internet.

She wants to use some security methods to help protect her computer from the risks.

Identify a security method she could use for each of the following risks. Each security method

must be different.

Describe how each security method will help protect Lola’s computer.

(i) Computer virus

Security method ................................................................................................................

Description ................................................................................................................. .......

...........................................................................................................................................

(ii) Hacking

Security method ............................................................................................................. ...

Description ........................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................. ..............

(iii) Spyware

Security method ................................................................................................................

Description ................................................................................................................. .......

...........................................................................................................................................



End 
Security aspects of 
using the Internet 
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